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ABSTRACT
We consider the problem of generating a biometric image from two different traits. Specifically, we focus on
generating an IrisPrint that inherits its structure from a fingerprint image and an iris image. To facilitate this,
the continuous phase of the fingerprint image, characterizing its ridge flow, is first extracted. Next, a scheme is
developed to extract “minutiae” from an iris image. Finally, an IrisPrint, that resembles a fingerprint, is created
by mixing the ridge flow of the fingerprint with the iris minutiae. Preliminary experiments suggest that the new
biometric image (i.e., IrisPrint) (a) can potentially be used for authentication by an existing fingerprint matcher,
and (b) can potentially conceal and preserve the privacy of the original fingerprint and iris images.
Keywords: Fingerprints, Iris, Image-level Fusion, Privacy Preserving, Mixing.

1. INTRODUCTION
Storing raw biometric data or feature sets in a central database has raised security and privacy issues, since they
can be used by authorized or unauthorized agencies to glean information about an individual, such as identity,
health, gender, age, ancestral origin, etc.,1 or to link identities across databases.2 Therefore, de-identifying
biometric data to preserve the privacy of an individual is essential. De-identifying biometric data involves
storing a transformed or modified version of the biometric data in such a way that the identity of the individual
cannot be easily deduced. This typically means that the transformed data cannot be trivially matched (either
visually or by the use of automated matching schemes) with the original data. This ensures that the stored
biometric data is used only for its intended purpose and prevents an adversary or administrator from viewing
the original identifiable data.

Figure 1: Generating a fingerprint (i.e., IrisPrint) from an iris.

The goal of our work is to de-identify fingerprint and iris images. In this paper, these images are fused and a
new, possibly unique, and de-identified biometric image is generated. Specifically, a new fingerprint impression,
which is referred to as an IrisPrint, is generated by fusing an iris image with a fingerprint impression, as shown
in Figure 1. This new biometric image incorporates characteristics from the original fingerprint and iris, and
can be used directly in the feature extraction and matching stages of an existing fingerprint matcher without
revealing the original images.
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(a)
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Figure 2: Illustration of de-identifying biometric data at (a) the image-level and (b) the feature-level.

1.1 Related work
De-identifying Biometric Data: De-identifying can be accomplished at the image-level (i.e., raw data level) or
feature-level (see Figure 2).
• De-identifying images: De-identifying a biometric image involves intentionally changing the biometric
content of the image such that it cannot be associated with the true identity; however, the de-identified
image is retained in the image space after the de-identifying process. Ratha et al.3 suggested the use
of geometric transformations as de-identifying functions to modify biometric images. They referred to
this as cancelable biometrics. The transformed image is cancelable because the distortion parameters can
be changed to generate a new biometric image. Since their seminal paper on cancelable biometrics,3
preserving biometrics privacy has been an active research topic in the biometrics literature. However,
de-identifying biometric images is relatively less explored compared to de-identifying feature sets, because
the de-identifying functions in the case of the former are typically constrained to retain the transformed
images in the original image space while preserving the discriminability of the original images. Zuo et al.4
de-identified iris images by combining the original with a synthetic one, or by shifting and combining rows
of the unwrapped iris image. Hämmerle-Uhl et al.5 and Färberböck et al.6 suggested applying geometric
transformations to iris images, as in Ratha et al.’s3 work, such as block re-mapping and grid morphing.
Othman and Ross7 introduced the concept of mixing fingerprints to de-identify an input fingerprint image,
which involves fusing it with another fingerprint (e.g., from a different finger) at the image level, in order to
produce a de-identified fingerprint image that obscures the identity of the original fingerprint image. The
advantage of de-identifying biometric images is that different feature extraction algorithms can be used
(without any modifications) to compute the feature sets.
De-identifying feature sets: A feature set is de-identified by replacing the stored set in a central database
with a transformed feature set, or a cryptographic key generated from the feature set or bound with it.
So the work done on de-identifying feature sets can be classified into two categories:8, 9 cancelable feature
sets and cryptosystems. To generate a cancelable feature set, a mapping function based on specific parameters10–12 is used. Then, the matching is performed directly in the transformed domain. On the other
hand, in the case of cryptosystems,8, 9 a cryptographic key is secured by using a feature set or by directly
generating a cryptographic key from the feature set. In a cryptosystem, matching is performed indirectly
by verifying the validity of the extracted key. A few cryptosystem schemes have been designed13–15 to address the security concerns of multi-modal systems. However, cryptosystems generally result in a noticeable
decrease in matching accuracy. This is because cryptosystems introduce a higher degree of quantization
at the feature extraction module. Moreover, cryptosystems are not designed to provide diversity and revocability. Therefore, hybrid schemes have been proposed to utilize both categories,16, 17 e.g., binding a
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cryptographic key with a transformed feature set.
De-identifying feature sets depends on the encoding scheme used to represent the biometric trait. For
instance, it may be easier to deploy a cryptosystem for an iris recognition system due to the nature of
the commonly used feature set (i.e., iris codes which are binary representations of the iris texture). On
the other hand, there are many non-invertible transformations for fingerprint minutiae-based feature sets,
which may not be suitable to generate a cancelable iris code. Moreover, the security of de-identified feature
sets relies on the assumption that the key and/or the transformation parameters are only known to the
legitimate user. Maintaining the secrecy of those keys is one of the main challenges, since these approaches
are vulnerable to linkage attacks where the key or the set of transformation parameters along with the
stored template are compromised.18, 19
In this paper, we propose a mixing technique to de-identify images of two different traits (i.e., finger and iris)
by generating a hybrid image referred to as an IrisPrint.
Fusing Fingerprints with Irises: Fingerprints and irises have been fused at the feature,20, 21 score,22 rank23
levels. The only work, based on our knowledge, that generates an image by fusing the raw data of different
biometric traits is Noore et al.’s work.24 They developed a fusion algorithm based on multi-level discrete wavelet
transform to fuse images of four biometric traits (i.e., face, iris, fingerprint, and signature). The resultant image24 is a scrambled image (i.e., not a biometric image) that cannot be used directly by any existing biometric
matcher; therefore, a special procedure is needed to reconstruct the original image and to perform authentication.
This reconstruction process exposes the original biometric templates to eavesdroppers during every identification/verification attempt. In contrast, the goal of our work is to generate a biometric image that inherits its
uniqueness from a finger impression and an iris image, rather than an arbitrary image, in order to be easily
integrated and utilized by existing biometric matchers (in this case, a fingerprint matcher).

1.2 Proposed Method
An IrisPrint is generated by mixing a finger impression with an iris image. Figure 1 shows the mixing process
that is initiated by determining the continuous component of the fingerprint image that captures its local ridge
orientations.25 Next, key points in the iris texture referred to as iris minutiae are determined. Finally, the
continuous component of the fingerprint is combined with the iris minutiae to generate an IrisPrint. Experimental
investigations confirm that (a) a new biometric image (i.e., IrisPrint) can be created by fusing a fingerprint with
an iris, (b) the new IrisPrint can potentially be used for authentication, and (c) it can be used to obscure the
information present in the original fingerprint and iris images.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed approach of generating an IrisPrint by
fusing a fingerprint with an iris image. Section 3 reports the experimental results. Section 4 concludes the
paper.

2. GENERATING IRISPRINT
The three distinct phases in the generation of an IrisPrint are (a) determining the continuous phase of a fingerprint, (b) locating iris minutiae, and (c) mixing (as shown in Figure 1). These phases are explained in detail
below.

2.1 Continuous Phase Determination
Larkin and Fletcher25 showed that fingerprint images can be represented as a 2D Amplitude and Frequency
Modulated (AM-FM) signal:
F (x, y) = a(x, y) + b(x, y)cos(ΨF (x, y)) + n(x, y),

(1)

where, F (x, y) is the intensity of the image at pixel location (x, y), a(x, y) is the intensity offset, b(x, y) is
the amplitude, ΨF (x, y) is the fingerprint phase and n(x, y) is the noise. Then, Helmholtz Decomposition26
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can be used to uniquely decompose the phase of the signal into a continuous phase (ψcF (x, y)) and a spiral
phase (ψsF (x, y)). Figure 3 shows that the continuous component, which is the cosine of the continuous phase
(cos(ψcF (x, y))), and the spiral component, which is the cosine of the spiral phase (cos(ψsF (x, y)), capture the
local ridge orientation and the minutiae locations, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: A fingerprint and its phase components. (a) Original fingerprint image. (b) Continuous component,
cos(ψcF (x, y)). (c) Spiral component, cos(ψsF (x, y)). The red and yellow dots represent ridge endings and ridge bifurcations, respectively.

As suggested in Larkin and Fletcher’s work25 and Othman and Ross’s work,7 the ridges and minutiae of a
fingerprint can be characterized by the phase. Hence, to mix a fingerprint with an iris, first, the phase ΨF (x, y)
of the fingerprint must be reliably estimated; this is termed as demodulation.7, 25 In this paper, the algorithm
in Othman and Ross’s paper7 was utilized to determine the continuous phase (ψcF (x, y)), which is subsequently
used.

2.2 Iris Minutiae
In this work, iris minutiae are extracted by examining the filter response of the iris pattern in the phasor domain.
In the classical Daugman approach,27 the annular iris is first localized from an input ocular image. The segmented
annular iris is then geometrically normalized by converting it to a fixed size rectangular image, referred to as
the normalized iris, via an unwrapping process. In the unwrapping stage, the iris is essentially transformed from
the cartesian coordinate system to the pseudo-polar coordinate system. A set of filters is then applied to the
normalized iris and the ensuing phasor response is quantized into a binary code, often referred to as an iris code
(see Figure 4). Two iris codes are compared by computing the fractional hamming distance between them.
Similar to the classical approach, in our work, the iris is first segmented and then geometrically normalized.
However, after this, the normalized rectangular iris as well as the segmentation mask are transformed back to
an annular structure such that the pupil and iris radii of all images are fixed (See Figure 5).
In this paper, all normalized annular irises have 5% and 80% of the image width∗ as the pupil and iris radius,
respectively. This transformation will be useful during the mixing stage as well, when the IrisPrint is generated.
Using these normalized annular iris images guarantees that the locations of iris minutiae will be around the “core”
point of the IrisPrint, similar to the minutiae distribution of a real fingerprint† . Steps involved in extracting iris
minutiae from these normalized annular iris images are described below.
2.2.1 Applying Gabor filter on the normalized annular iris
A log-Gabor filter is used for capturing the local structure of the normalized annular iris. The frequency response
of a log-Gabor filter is given as
−(log(f /f0 ))2
,
(2)
G(f ) = exp
(log(σ/f0 ))2
∗
†

In our experiments, the image width of the normalized annular iris image is 500 pixels.
Zhu et al.28 show that minutiae are not uniformly distributed, but tend to cluster around core points.
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Figure 4: Diagram of Daugman’s approach for encoding an iris image.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5: Examples of (a & d) input ocular images, their corresponding (b & e) normalized annular iris images, and (c
& f) normalized annular mask images.
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where, fo represents the center frequency and σ is the bandwidth of the filter.29 After convolving this filter with
the normalized annular iris, an inverse Fourier transform is applied, yielding a complex-valued filter response
at each point in the image (see Figure 4). In a traditional iris recognition system,30 each complex number is
quantized to two bits; the first bit is set to one if the real part of the complex number is positive, and the second
bit is set to one if the imaginary part is positive. However, in our work, the goal is to locate key responses that
can be selected as iris minutiae. Therefore, we apply a sequence of pruning steps on the filter responses in order
to locate consistent responses.
2.2.2 Pruning filter responses
The phasor responses are examined to find the most consistent and reliable points that can be marked as iris
minutiae. The concept of consistent and inconsistent phasor responses was first mentioned by Bolle et al.31 Since
then, many researchers have investigated and studied the consistency/inconsistency (i.e., fragility) of the phasor
responses.32 Hollingsworth et al.32 demonstrated that masking responses near the axis of the complex plane
could dramatically decrease the false non-match rate of an iris template. The filter response in an iris region
is said to be inconsistent when the inner product between the log-Gabor filter and a particular region of the
annular iris produces a response value that is close to the complex plane axes.32, 33
The first pruning step is eliminating the responses that are close to the axis based on a threshold value (thc ).
So responses whose real or imaginary component is less than thc % are eliminated. Then, to exclude the outliers
that in some cases are due to the specular highlights, a second threshold parameter (tho ) is set for that purpose:
responses whose real or imaginary component is greater than tho % of the filter responses are eliminated.
The final pruning is done by considering responses only in a portion of the first quadrant of the complex plane.
Specifically, the responses with angles outside the interval αθ were eliminated. Based on empirical evidence, we
set the values of these parameters to be as follows: thc = 90%, tho = 99%, and αθ = [30, 60]. Figure 6 depicts
the filter responses before and after the pruning by means of polar plots.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Polar plots of the complex-valued responses of an annular iris image after (a) applying the filter, (b) pruning
using thc and tho , and (c) pruning using αθ .

2.2.3 Locating the minutiae
Although the pruning process eliminates more than 92% of the iris responses, the number of remaining responses
is still large due to the rich detailed texture of the iris image (see Figure 7-a). To resolve this, the remaining
responses were broken up into meaningful subsets. Hierarchical clustering (that constructs clusters based on the
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distance connectivity‡ ) is used to cluster the remaining iris responses. Finally, the barycenter of these clusters is
considered to be the iris minutiae as shown in Figure 7-b. The filter responses in the noisy iris regions (i.e., region
occluded by anatomical features such as eyelashes and eyelids) were excluded from consideration by utilizing the
mask from the segmentation stage.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Mapping the phase responses to the annular iris after (a) pruning (red dots) and (b) finding the barycenter
of their clusters (blue dots).

2.2.4 Constructing the iris spiral phase (ψsI )
To mix an iris with the continuous phase of a fingerprint, a spiral phase, ψsI (x, y) which corresponds to iris
minutiae has to be computed:
ψsI (x, y) =

N
X

pn tan−1 ((x − xn )/(y − yn )),

(3)

n=1

where, pn is the polarity value, xn and yn denote the coordinates of the nth minutia, and N denotes the total
number of iris minutiae.
Adding this function to the continuous phase of a fingerprint image will generate phase jumps resulting
in minutiae. The spiral phase causes an abrupt change in the ridge pattern of a continuous phase by either
inserting or deleting a ridge based on the polarity and the appending location within the continuous phase.7, 25
The polarity value was set to +1. This means that the type of an IrisPrint minutia (i.e., ending or bifurcation)
is based on the fingerprint pattern at the appending location of an iris minutia.

2.3 Mixing
Prior to mixing, the continuous component of the fingerprint image is pre-aligned to a common coordinate system
by utilizing a reference point and its orientation. Nilsson et al.’s34, 35 approach to detect the reference points
was adopted. This approach has the advantage of being able to extract the position and spatial orientation of
the reference point simultaneously. As shown in Figure 8, the reference point is used to translate the continuous
component to the center of the annular iris image and its orientation is used to find a rotation angle about the
reference point. This angle rotates the fingerprint component to make the reference orientation orthogonal to
the horizontal axis.
Let F and I be a fingerprint and an annular iris image, respectively, ψcF (x, y) be the continuous component
determined from F , and ψsI (x, y) be the spiral component determined from I.
M F I = cos(ψc + ψs ).

(4)

As shown in equation (4), the continuous phase of F is combined with the spiral phase of I which generates a
new biometric image M F I.
‡

The used hierarchical clustering is a complete linkage clustering with a cutoff distance = 5
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: An example of (a) an original fingerprint and (b) its pre-aligned continuous component prior to mixing.

However, as shown in Figure 9-a, appending the spiral phase of an annular iris to a continuous phase of
a fingerprint can result in a visually unrealistic fingerprint image. This is due to differences in the spatial
distribution and frequencies of iris minutiae and fingerprint minutiae. To resolve this issue (see Figure 9-b),
the spiral phase of each iris minutia is tuned to the corresponding local ridge frequency and orientation of the
fingerprint component by using Gabor bandpass filters.36
For example, the form of the Gabor elementary function that is oriented at an angle 0◦ is given as



1 x2
y2
G(x, y) = exp −
cos(2πf x),
+
2 δ2 x
δ2y

(5)

where, f represents the local ridge frequency of the fingerprint where an iris minutia will be appended, and δx
and δy are the space constants of the filter envelope along x and y axes, respectively. Their values determine
the trade-off between enhancement and spurious artifacts. We have empirically set the value of δx and δy to be
5 (as suggested in Hong et al.’s work36 ). Note that the filters have been tuned to the corresponding local ridge
orientation by rotating the elementary kernel.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) An example of an IrisPrint that looks unrealistic. (b) Enhancing the appearance by using Gabor bandpass
filters tuned to the orientation and frequency of the continuous component.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of IrisPrints was tested on two virtual multi-modal databases. Each database consists of an
iris dataset from UPOL or CASIA-v3 and a fingerprint dataset from FVC2002-DB2 A.
CASIA-v3 dataset consists of gray scale iris images captured using near infrared illumination. The subset
used in our experiments consists of the left eye images of 100 users with two samples per user. The images in
this dataset were segmented using the algorithms proposed by Shah and Ross.37
The UPOL§ iris dataset has high quality color iris images of the left and right eye of 64 users which are
mostly un-occluded by eyelids or lashes. The used dataset consists of two samples of the left eye resulting in a
§

http://www.inf.upol.cz/iris/
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total of 128 iris images which were manually segmented and converted to grayscale. In order to determine the
baseline performances of the used iris datasets, an open source Matlab implementation29 based on the Daugman’s
approach38 was used to encode and match the irises. For each user, one image was added to the probe set (PI )
and the other one was added to the gallery, GI . Matching the probe set against the gallery set resulted in an
EER of ∼ 1% for the CASIA-v3 dataset and an EER of ∼ 1% for the UPOL dataset. The resulted rank-1
accuracies were 99% for both iris datasets.
The fingerprint dataset was taken from the FVC2002-DB2 database. We used the first two impressions of
each of the 100 fingers in the FVC2002-DB2 A database. The baseline performance of the fingerprint dataset was
determined by adding one impression of each finger to the fingerprint probe set and the other to the fingerprint
gallery set. Matching the probe set (PF ) against the gallery set (GF ) by using the verifinger SDK¶ resulted in
a rank-1 accuracy of ∼ 99% and EER of ∼ 0%.
For the evaluation, the first virtual database was obtained by linking subjects from the fingerprint database,
FVC2002-DB2 A fingerprint database (i.e., 100 subjects with 2 samples per subject) with the CASIA-v3 iris
database (left eye images of the first 100 subjects with 2 samples per subject). The second virtual database was
obtained by linking subjects from the fingerprint database FVC2002-DB2 A (i.e., the first 64 subjects with 2
samples per subject) with the UPOL iris database (left eye images of 64 subjects with 2 samples per subject).

3.1 Matching Performance
For each virtual mutlimodal database, the normalized annular iris of each eye in the probe set PI was mixed with
a fingerprint image from the probe set PF resulting in two probe set M F IP consisting of 100 and 64 IrisPrints,
respectively. Similarly, the fingerprints in GF were also mixed with the annular irises in GI resulting in two
gallery sets M F I G corresponding to the two virtual multimodal databases. Figure 10 shows examples of IrisPrints
that were generated from the first virtual database. By matching the probe and gallery sets of IrisPrints, the
obtained rank-1 accuracies were ∼ 80% for the first virtual database and 93% for the second virtual database.
The associated EERs were ∼ 8% and 4 % for the first and second virtual databases, respectively. These results
suggest the possibility of using IrisPrints for authentication. However, further work is definitely needed to
improve the recognition accuracies.
The performance difference between these results and the baseline is due to the compound effect of (a)
misalignment between the fingerprint samples when aligned to a common coordinate; (b) finding the optimum
thresholding and clustering parameters that will lead to the reliable extraction of minutiae for all irises; and
(c) the Gabor bandpass filter, that smoothed out some of the iris minutiae, to generate a visually appealing
IrisPrint.
Currently, we are examining different methods to locate iris minutiae and to align the fingerprint image
individually instead of aligning all fingerprint images to a common coordinate system.

3.2 Exposing the original identities from IrisPrints
Next, we study whether an IrisPrint can be linked with the fingerprint and iris images that were used to generate
it. First, the impressions in M F IG were matched against the original fingerprint images in PF . The resultant
rank-1 accuracies were ∼ 0% and the EERs were more than ∼ 40% for both virtual databases. Although, the
original fingerprints and the generated IrisPrints have some similarity with respect to the ridge information,
most of the fingerprint matchers utilize both minutiae and ridge information. Therefore, the original identities
cannot be exposed by matching the original fingerprints and the generated IrisPrints k .
Second, the annular irises in PI were matched against IrisPrint impressions in M F IG . Note that the mixed
images are fingerprint images that share only the minutiae locations of the annular iris images. Therefore, to
perform the experiment, the minutiae location of the IrisPrint and the annular iris were compared using a point
¶

http://www.neurotechnology.com
Using a purely ridge-based matcher could help deduce the fingerprint class of the original print; however, the identity
of the original fingerprint cannot be revealed. This is because different fingerprint images belonging to the same class are
likely to be incorrectly matched by a ridge-based matcher. This would also decrease the identification rate (which, in the
context of this experiment, is actually good for privacy).
k
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Figure 10: Examples of IrisPrints where fingerprints and irises are from the first virtual database.
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pattern matching algorithm utilizing the RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) method.39 The resultant
rank-1 accuracies were ∼0% and the EERs were more than ∼45% for both virtual databases.
These results suggest that the original identity cannot be easily deduced from the mixed image. However, a
more formal analysis of different security aspects (such as the non-invertiblity and cancelability of the approach)
is essential to validate the results.

4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, the possibility of mixing a fingerprint image with an iris image was studied. To mix a fingerprint
with an iris, the fingerprint is decomposed into two components, viz., the continuous and spiral phases, and iris
minutiae is determined in order to generate the iris’ spiral phase. Then, the continuous phase of the fingerprint is
combined with the spiral phase of the annular iris image resulting in a new mixed image. This mixed image, i.e.,
the IrisPrint, incorporates characteristics from the original fingerprint impression and the original iris image, and
can be used directly in the feature extraction and matching stages of an existing fingerprint matcher. Experiments
on fingerprint and iris datasets show that (a) the new biometric image (i.e., IrisPrint) can potentially be used
for authentication, and (b) the original fingerprint and iris images cannot be easily matched or linked with the
IrisPrint. Therefore, this approach can be used to generate a cancelable template (i.e., the template can be
reset if the IrisPrint is compromised), and different applications can mix different fingers with an iris image
from the right or left eye, thereby ensuring that the identities enrolled in one application cannot be matched
against the identities in another application. As a part of future work, efforts will be directed towards enhancing
the recognition accuracy using IrisPrints by investigating alternate algorithms for locating the iris minutiae.
Furthermore, a more formal security analysis will be conducted for validation of the obtained results.
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